
The VECO Group looks to the future.

The VECO Group, one of the most important Swiss, private and independent multi-family offices, has renewed 
its placement among sector leaders, starting from their origins, and presenting themselves with a new image. 
This is an ambitious strategy and a vision to become the multi-family office advisory boutique in the Canton 
of Ticino, at the service of Private investors and Entrepreneurs, with a stronger orientation towards 
Switzerland, Italy and select international markets.   

"We believe that there is still room for growth. However, we strive to elevate our skills and the quality of the 
service we offer, making a single word our motto: Customization. This will be the winning tool to become a true 
multi-family office boutique." Roberto Verga, Founder and Honorary Chairman

The story
The VECO Group was founded in Lugano on October 3, 1973 under the name of Fiduciaria Verga. Its founder 
is Roberto Verga, who today holds the office of Honorary President of the Group. Thanks to their collaboration 
with leading sector banks, Fiduciaria Verga quickly grew specializing in Trusts, International Taxation, and 
Corporate Management.

With a view to diversifying the business, VECO Invest, the group's wealth management company was 
established in 1988. In the 1990s, VECO Group expanded its range of activities by opening offices in several 
countries and subsequently also in Dubai and Hong Kong.

The trust and wealth management sectors, VECO's two founding pillars, were further strengthened as
new paths to diversify their activities. BlueStar Investment Managers SA was established in 2016 as a company 
specializing in the management of investment funds, and consultancy for institutional clients. Partnerships 
and acquisitions continued to grow, such as the recent partnership with Tradefidam SA, a real estate trust 
company in Lugano.

The strategy
The medium-term Strategy of the VECO Group is based on four essential pillars:
diversification, professional skills, an integrated service model and image.

Starting from the historical pillars, such as Advisory and Wealth Management, the Group intends to diversify 
their business in the sectors deemed complementary to the multi-family office model, with the aim of 
satisfying the needs of entrepreneurs and companies in an integrated and efficient manner. Partnership and 
Participation are two keywords that have guided recent acquisitions and the participation in projects with 
counterparts who share our goals.

In this sense is the birth of BlueStar Investment Managers SA in 2016, driven by the CEO Mr Olivier Baggi, the 
group's asset management company serving institutional clients; then, in 2017, assuming the role of Sole 
Partner in Ticino of HLB International, one of the largest international auditing networks, and the recent 
participation in Tradefidam SA, a real estate trust company. Other partnerships are in progress and will be 
completed by the end of 2019.
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The second pillar of the VECO Group's strategy is based on professional skills, with the aim of increasing the 
internal know-how bringing accredited experts to the Group or activating partnerships and joint ventures with 
select counterparts. In 2018, Mr. Pietro Dell'Era, a qualified tax expert, and formerly Vice-Director at the Tax 
Division of the Canton of Ticino, joined the VECO Group's Board of Directors. Mr. Flavio Amadò, a renowned 
Attorney, and Notary in Lugano , and  Dr. Giuliana Gorla, a senior private banker and shareholder of GFE 
Marketing and Support Ltd, in London, are now part of the Board of Directors of Bluestar Investment 
Managers. During 2019, Mr. Giuseppe Arrigoni, the President of SVIT Ticino, also joined the Group, and will 
contribute his real estate professional skills and know-how.

The Group has also grown in the Wealth Management area, becoming one of the leading companies in the 
sector. New Wealth Managers have joined the Group who espouse our service model and share our values. 
Other prominent wealth and asset managers  will be joining the Group by the end of 2019.

"For a Wealth Manager it will be increasingly important to offer high-level solutions from a flexible, streamlined 
and multi-service platform. In this sense, VECO is unique in Ticino."  Stefano Fiala – CEO of VECO Invest SA & 
President of BlueStar Investment Managers SA

Diversification and increased professional skills converge towards the third pillar of the Group's strategy.
An integrated service model, will lead VECO to an expansion of the advisory and wealth management "core" 
services of the Group, towards new complementary sectors such as real estate, insurance, corporate finance, 
auditing, and other additional services of the integrated multi-family office model. There is a sole objective: to 
become the customer's key partner, able to deal with and solve any problem, and turn it into an opportunity.

"We have prepared a three-year growth plan with the aim of increasing the range of activities, welcoming 
professionals with a high level of expertise and proven experience, in order to offer our customers high level 
integrated services." Antonio Mandrà – President of VECO Group

New brand identity
The VECO Group also renews its brand identity starting from its origins; keeping the name and nuances of the 
past, but looking to the future with an incisive and elegant image, accompanied by a slogan that incorporates 
our vision:

Swiss Advisors 1973Veco Group SA
Via Lavizzari 4
6901 Lugano 
Switzerland

T +41 91 911 71 11
info@vecogroup.ch
www.vecogroup.ch

Lugano   London   Dubai   Hong Kong   Malta
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We see the future
through your eyes.
Today. Tomorrow. Always.
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